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Food Source Categories in this Report
Kanaka members access food from multiple sources that, for the purposes of this report, have
been categorized as follows:
1. External Foods: These include any foods sourced or purchased from non-Kanaka run
farms, grocers and shops. Most often these foods are grown or harvested outside of
Nlaka’pamux Territory.
2. Community Garden Foods: These include any foods grown locally in the Kanaka
community gardens and food forest that are open to community-member foraging and
distributed for free.
3. Household Foods: These include any foods that are grown or raised by households for
their own domestic use.
4. Community Farm Foods: These include any foods grown, raised and processed by the
Kanaka Bar Band and then sold. This year this category only included honey and eggs.
5. Traditional Foods: These include any foods harvested, gathered, fished or hunted in
Nlaka’pamux Territory.
Traditional Foods, Household Foods, Community Garden Foods, and Community Farm Foods
have all been categorized as “Internal Foods” that are self-sufficient sources of food, whereas
“External Foods” count against the community’s overall self-sufficiency.
The following table shows the percentage of community households that access food from each
source. It does not indicate the amount of food they acces, but rather, if each household
accesses food from the following sources, or not.
Percentage of households that access food from each source
External Foods

100%

Community Garden Foods

92%

Traditional Foods

83%

Household Foods

72%

Community Farm Foods

58%
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Planned Cultivation Sites in 2021
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●

Ground Zero (approx. 2,200 m²) identifies the current Community Garden, which
includes the Food Forest, garden sites around the Band Office, Health Building and
multiplex. This area also currently houses bees and chickens.

●

Site A (Project Area 1) is where the new community building, health and wellness
facilities, basketball court, and playground will be completed in 2021.

●

Site B (approx. 3,100 m²) is where two new greenhouses and Controlled Environment
Agriculture project will be located along with other garden demonstration areas. This site
could also include community garden boxes for resident use.

●

Site C (approx. 3,400 m²) will have food producing trees and perennials planted and
become a pasture area for animals.

●

Site D (approx. 2,000 m²) is where the second Food Forest will be established.

●

Site E (approx. 5,087 m²) will host the new chicken coop and run. Bee hives will also be
relocated here. This site will have space for additional animal keeping and silvopasture
long-term.
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Introduction
At Kanaka Bar we seek to provide a sustainable, stable quality of life for our community now
and in the future. Food self-sufficiency is integral to securing a stable, thriving future for
ourselves and future generations. The traditional food relationships that our ancestors
successfully relied on for the last 7000 years are being degraded by ecosystem disruption,
colonial government management, and climate change.
Climate conditions are now changing faster than animals and plants can adapt. Traditional food
sources are being dramatically impacted, not only threatening food security, but the hearts and
minds of our people. This year Covid supply chain issues have further heightened our
awareness of regional food access fragility and the importance of raising our own food. To
overcome these impacts and challenges we are taking an active role in adapting our local food
systems.
Like our ancestors before us, we need ecosystems to produce our food, fuel, animal feed,
medicine and fibres sustainability, without the use of fossil fuels. Sustainable food systems will
support community health and wellbeing, strengthen our local economy and protect cultural
foods. Through proactive innovation and creativity we are finding solutions to food security
threats and re-establishing sustainable food systems that will feed ourselves and future
generations.
Kanaka Bar believes that what we do to the land (or allow others to do to the land) we do to
ourselves. It is our role to establish resilient food systems that will tolerate extreme weather,
changing weather patterns, and seasonal temperature deviations generated by climate change.
Therefore our approach to food self-sufficiency is built on agricultural approaches that create
biodiversity, manage pests naturally, increase land fertility and build soil health long-term. We
will demonstrate and share our successes so that others can follow our model and adopt
resilient food practices that suit their own communities.
Since 2015 Kanaka Bar has been actively investing in local food security initiatives that support
our goal to become food self-sufficient. Actions have included establishing a community garden,
a food forest, laying hens and honey bees. Food planning has used an innovative approach to
test which crops, plants and animals will thrive in our changing environment. In the coming
years it is our intention to scale up successful innovations so that we progress towards full food
self-sufficiency.
The purpose of this 2020 Food Progress Report is to track Kanaka Bar’s actions towards food
self-sufficiency, measure how self-sufficient we are today and identify ways we can move
towards full food self-sufficiency in years to come. As a next step, project planning will take
place to create a food implementation plan for 2021 and beyond.
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Land of Transition and Abundance
Kanaka Bar’s timieux (land base) has provided the T’eqt’’aqtn’mux (the crossing place
people) with all the nwha’bet’n (resources) they need to live for over 8000 years. As our climate
changes rapidly due to the influences of human industrialization and greenhouse gas emissions,
equally rapid adaptation is needed to ensure food self-sufficiency for future generations living in
our territory. While many community members actively use their skills and knowledge to both
garden and harvest traditional foods, in the last 100 years, Kanaka residents have become
increasingly reliant on external sources of food. Some traditional food sources are becoming
less predictable and accessible. In reaction to climate change impacts, traditional food system
disruptions, and a desire for increased self-reliance, Kanaka Bar established a goal to return to
full food self-sufficiency as a part of our 2015 Community Economic Development Plan.
The land where we live is rich in diverse biogeoclimatic zones that will be key in re-establishing
strong local food systems. The philosophy of permaculture (a land use approach that promotes
biodiverse food production) states that where two environments meet, ecosystems produce the
most abundance1. This principle is well known in T’eqt’’aqtn (the crossing place), where the
Coastal Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone meets the drier Interior Douglas-Fir
Biogeoclimatic Zone along steep valleys and topography of the Fraser Canyon and surrounding
mountains that reach up to Engelmann Spruce—Subalpine Fir Biogeoclimatic Zones at higher
elevations. These transitions have created a diverse set of climatic and geological conditions in
the region that have made room for biodiversity and abundance through millenia. This local
abundance has allowed the T’eqt’’aqtn’mux to remain more sedentary than neighbouring
communities through the ages2.
With this knowledge in mind, the steep topography and mixed conditions found in T’eqt’’aqtn
territory can be utilized to nurture and cultivate a diverse group of food producing plants and
animals. Used well, the steep topography of Kanaka will not be a disadvantage, but rather, a
secret weapon as we work to return to full local food self-sufficiency.

The Goal
At Kanaka Bar we seek to provide a sustainable, stable quality of life for our community now
and in the future. We want local food systems that support community health and wellbeing,
strengthen our local economy and protect cultural foods. Local climate changes, ecosystem
changes, habitat fragmentation, pollution and colonialism have all worked together to threaten
and diminish traditional food sources. Salmon have been one of the greatest impacted foods,
with 2017 being the first year in over 7000 that the T’eqt’’aqtn’mux were unable to harvest this
Mollison, Bill. 1988. Permaculture:A Designer’s Manual.T
 agari Publications.
Turner, Nancy, Lawrence Thompson, M. Terry Thompson, and Annie York. 1990. “Thompson Ethnobotany:
Knowledge and Usage of Plants by the Thompson Indians of British Columbia”. Royal British Columbia Museum
Memoir No. 3, Victoria.
1
2
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key cultural resource. Recognizing these changes and threats to local food security, Kanaka Bar
established a goal to become food self-sufficient. This goal was first identified in the March 2016
Economic Development Plan.

Food Self-Sufficiency will be reached when 100% of
community resident food needs and preferences are
met through local agriculture, community gardens,
household gardens and traditional food sources.

Self-sufficiency and food security will be further strengthened when we are able to produce all
the inputs needed for our food systems such as:
● Seeds,
● Soil,
● Fertilizer,
● Compost,
● Tools/machinery,
● Animal feed, or
● External labour.
Moving forward, we will track our reliance on external resources and identify ways to reduce
them so we can move towards more complete self-sufficiency. By modelling food production
after natural ecosystems we will be able to reduce overall input demands, reduce labour and
build reliable and fertile food sources that create security for generations to come.
A related goal is to produce enough surplus so that we can sell food products online and at
market at the Must Stop Rest Stop, creating a new local agriculture economy. This report
calculates, based on the results of community food surveys, how close we are to meeting
community food needs and to generating enough surplus to sell.

Approach
In order to build food systems that are sustainable and resilient long-term, Kanaka bar has
adopted a number of cultivation strategies that are modelled after natural ecosystems. We have
also invested in mixed food sources and crops that work together to help reduce pest and
disease risk, provide varied nutrition, and extend harvest seasons. Our territory is rich in
multiple Biogeoclimatic Zones that can be used to diversify food sources, provide multiple
harvests, and maximize climate change resilience. The key to success is not only our land, but
our people. Our community members actively use their skills and knowledge to keep gardens,
raise animals, harvest traditional foods, and then process and store those foods. We are
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dedicated to expanding and sharing our knowledge as we innovate, learn and take actions to
re-establish our food independence.
Since 2016, Kanaka Bar has been actively investing in food security initiatives including a food
forest, a community garden, laying hens and honeybees. These projects have had the purpose
of testing what plants, animals and natural systems can thrive in this changing environment.
The living systems, experience, knowledge and infrastructure we have accumulated over the
last 5 years, will help provide foods and medicines for years to come. The legacy information
and assets we have developed are the first step towards becoming climate resilient and food
self-sufficient. The lessons learned through our actions to date will inform our food strategy next
year, and in years following.
We have used the following approach to food self sufficiency:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start small and scale up
Have a plan
Involve everyone
Make it fun and relevant

Kanaka Bar is dedicated to using agricultural approaches that look after the land and our people
long-term. Modern commercial agriculture is based on annual plant monoculture that requires
high energy inputs year after year, depends on chemical fertilizers and pest management,
degrades natural ecosystems and erodes soil. In our food system designs we have used a
number of alternative agricultural land use practices that cultivate resilient food-producing
ecosystems, free from the shortfalls of modern commercial agriculture. These systems are
designed to meet not only food security needs, but also to reverse environmental degradation
while promoting health and social justice. Some of these practices include permaculture,
restoration agriculture, silvopasture, biodynamic gardening, mini-farming, rotational grazing, and
alley cropping. Kanaka Bar has already employed aspects of some of these design practices to
increase biodiversity, conserve water, manage pests naturally, and protect soils. We will
continue testing out different growing systems so that our community gardens and farms build
up the health of the land and our people.

2020 Community Garden Operations
Garden Expansion
In the 2020 growing season Kanaka continued food production in the gardens, food forest and
greenhouse. The garden was expanded to new areas around the Band Office including new
accessible raised beds, the “feather garden” and the medicine garden . Additional community
garden space was established by the multiplex and first floor units were provided with raised
beds for household planting. In front of the Band Office a medicine garden was established that
includes medicines that community members would have typically had to travel to collect in the
wild. These new gardens were designed to demonstrate a variety of planting techniques
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including direct planting, wooden raised box gardens, landscape cloth, rock hillside terracing,
bean poles, planting on fences, and soil applied on top of previously disturbed soils.

Seed and Plant Starts
Many seeds, soil and planting equipment were generously shared from Mojave’s personal seed
collection and farm. Cover crop seed was sourced from Terra Link.
This year seed starting was a struggle due to the limited space in the 15’ x 2 ½’ greenhouse
beds. To make the most of the space, planting and transplanting of seedlings was strategically
staggered. Seedlings regularly had to be moved outside with no extra protection. Despite these
capacity restrictions, extra bedding plants were grown for the community and made available on
a self-serve table. Community members greatly appreciated this seedling service and, through
interviews this fall, have asked for more clarity on how much they can take home next year so
that they can ensure there is enough to go around. A number of crops including cucumbers,
potatoes, radishes, and tomatoes were planted in succession to provide extended harvesting
times.

Human Resources
As our Garden Coordinator, Mojave led the community garden operations for her second year.
Sandra was hired part-time as an Apprentice Gardener under Mojave’s direction from June
through to the end of October. One summer student worker joined the team in July and August
and a second supported on Friday afternoons. Donna Hance and John Garcia were hired (one
part-time and one full-time) as contractors from mid-July to October 2nd to assist with harvest,
processing, and distribution through the “On the Land” grant. Ernie and Tala stepped up to
water the gardens and feed the chickens on weekends when the garden staff were off duty.
Doc has continued to care for the chickens as they have matured through the season.
A number of additional consultants have also been used to support food planning and animal
care throughout the season. Ron Berezan continued his support of garden planning early in the
season, but then had to step back from ongoing management. Frank Jerig, a 2nd generation
professional beekeeper of Botanie Wildflower Honey, has overseen bee care and honey
harvesting. Janna Janzen, a community energy and resilience planner, joined as our Food
Self-Sufficiency Lead in October and will be responsible for food system reporting, planning,
and project management until September 2021.
A lack of human resources early in the season led to a number of key tasks, including raised
bed construction, compost ordering and pickup, ground breaking, and soil transport, all taking
place at the height of the growing season. As a result, many garden areas were planted late
and some did not have the opportunity to mature for harvest before the first frosts.

Tools and Supplies
New hand tools and a small front tine garden rototiller were purchased in July to help with
breaking new ground for gardening. Irrigation drip tape was installed in two garden sections
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around the health building and band office. The Food Forest irrigation system was adjusted this
year, but additional hand watering and a sprinkler system and portable sprinklers were still
required to maintain adequate moisture for the trees.

Soils
A seed starting soil mix that included 3 buckets of peat, 1 ½ buckest of earthworm castings and
1 ½ buckets of perlite was used for seed starting. For plant starts we used our own compost,
which was full of worms. Compost was sourced from Revolution Ranch, locally in Botanie Valley
and picked up by Kanaka staff in July. Compost was found to be too hot for direct planting. For
next year, soil and compost delivery should take place earlier in the season. With the addition
of animals and the expansion of food production there will be more opportunity to generate our
own high quality compost and soils in the future.

Animals
At the start of 2020, bees swarmed but swarms were recovered from nearby trees. Hive boxes
were replaced later in the season, but it may have helped prevent swarming if replacements
were prepared each Winter before intentional hive splitting in Spring. 500 pounds of honey was
harvested this year and was made available for sale in the Band Office.
50 new chicks were delivered in June to take over for the old egg-laying flock. As of November
2020, the new chickens (now 40) began to lay regularly. Preparation of a new chicken coop site
with a larger run located further up the hill by the multiplex (Site C) began this year. The coop
and fencing is expected to be ready for the chickens to relocate before the new year.

Annuals
This year’s community garden included a wide assortment of annuals to complement the many
perennials located in the food forest. Expansion of planting areas around the band office and
multiplex provided more room to test and demonstrate different cultivation methods and plants.
Garden expansion was completed late in the growing season, however, due to early season
labour shortages and delayed compost and soil deliveries. Therefore even though the garden
expansions allowed more food to be grown, planting delays affected overall production
performance.
North Easter, Kentucky Blue pole beans were grown on tipi poles and the chain link fence,
produced over 25 pounds of beans, and are prioritized for planting next year. Four varieties of
bush beans were planted late this year but performed well. Multiple colours and varieties were
tested and some favourites were identified.
For beets and carrots, the gardeners had some challenges with seed germination in some of the
new soils, but starts were planted with success. The Early Wonder and Lutz Salad Leaf beet
varieties were identified for planting next year. Succession planting of beets and carrots was
used to provide consistent supply. Radishes did not do well in bark mulch soil and are planned
for location in another soil next year.
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Warba, Caribe and Pontiac/Norland Potatoes were planted, yielding about 100 pounds, which
were quickly used by residents. More and larger plantings of potatoes are prioritized for next
year to meet demand. Russian Garlic was grown and produced approximately 10 pounds of
bulbs from 2 pounds of plantings. More garlic plants have already been seeded this fall.
Brassicas, including cabbage, kale, brussel sprouts, broccoli, and cauliflower, thrived in Kanaka
Bar’s climate. Three varieties of broccoli were grown, including one set of seeds saved from
Kanaka last year. Brussel sprouts ripened as late as November. The kale plants overwintering
in the garden are biennial and will produce again this coming year. Next season's plans include
earlier and larger plantings of broccoli, cabbage and cauliflower.

To make use of new garden space, corn was planted late in the season, but was unable to
mature fully before the fall frosts. Next year more corn will be planted early to allow proper
fruiting. Eggplant was a new addition to the garden and performed well. The four varieties of
cucumbers grown were popular with community residents and more plants are planned for next
year.
Flowers planted for pollinators, food, tea and medicine included calendula, echinacea, gazania,
lavender, sunflower, zinnia and portulaca. The garden included some Amaranth which
successfully produced edible seed.
Greens were grown including multiple varieties of arugula, celery, swiss chard, kale, lettuce,
mizuna, parsley, sorrel and spinach. Succession planting was used for some that favoured cool
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temperatures and some varieties of lettuce and mizuna were still tender at the end of
November. Fennel produced many fronds, but did not bulb in the soil it was tested in. Demand
for more celery was noted for next year. Greens were not just used for human consumption, but
some were also harvested by membership to provide to their household chickens as
supplemental nutrition. Heat-loving malabar spinach was grown in the greenhouse and has
vined up to the ceiling.
Herbs grown this year included anise hyssop, basil, cilantro, comfrey, cuban oregano, lemon
grass, parsley, spilanthes, tulsi and tobacco. Garden staff actively harvested herbs for
distribution as dried teas and medicines.
Onions were planted, but many harvested before full maturity. It is a priority to plant a higher
number of plants next year. Three types of sweet peppers were tried, although planted late. For
spicy peppers five different varieties were planted with success. Ground cherries were a
favourite and produced well this year. Poha was also popular, but did not ripen as early. Nine
cultivars of cherry tomatoes and seven cultivars of large tomatoes were tested this growing
season. Relatively all types thrived and produced enough fruit for fresh eating and preserving.
Butternut, red kuri and spaghetti squash were planted in the new garden areas late in the
season and did not have enough time to mature. Sugar pie pumpkins, although planted late,
did mature and yielded approximately 50-75 fruit. Zucchini did well and produced ample fruit.

Perennials
A record of all of the perennial plants located in the Food Forest is included in the appendix.
Some sections of the Food Forest have matured to the point that some thinning is needed.
Planting a second Food Forest (Section D) will provide an opportunity to take starts and
propagate from the first Food Forest and, in so doing, thin plants.
A selection of fruit trees on the upper terraces of the Food Forest required more water than they
received through irrigation systems. In part, this was due to the water loving understorey plants
like mints planted below. More thorough irrigation systems will be required in the food forest to
meet increased water demands as the trees become established. A peach tree in the waterfall
garden was found to have leaf curl (a cool and damp loving fungus). This will need to be
treated in winter dormancy with a copper spray to prevent return each spring and provide the
tree opportunity to fruit. This year there was very little interest in sour cherries and with late
recruitment of harvest crew most of the cherries were not used. The sour cherries that were
harvested were used in the jams for the give away.
Berries, on the other hand, were a very popular and plentiful crop. Community members
routinely picked their own strawberries, raspberries, and saskatoons and the harvest crew also
processed berries. A new row of raspberries were planted along the fence near the waterfall
garden in the Spring. Strawberry plants have been propagated with seasonal clearing of
pathways as have gooseberries, currents, josta, sea buckthorn and goji berries. These plants
will be available for planting in the second Food Forest (site D) in 2021.
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Asparagus takes 3-4 years years to mature before being ready for harvest and is still in early
stages of becoming established after first being planted in 2019. More extensive plantings are
recommended in coming years, including in wild areas, gardens and the future Community Farm
space on lot 4. Rhubarb was planted from seed in 2020, adding to one established plant that
was gifted in 2019, and is also starting to mature in the Food Forest and in pots for future
planting.
Perennial herbs have been performing well in the Food Forest and harvested by the garden
staff for distribution. Splitting and propagation from some plants will continue this coming year.

Food Sharing
Gardeners and “on the land” grant staff processed and distributed garden harvests to
community members. These foods included teas, pickled veggies, jams, jellies, juice,
dehydrated herbs, veggies and fruit, canned tomatoes, tomato sauce, applesauce, and
medicines. They also prepared seeds for next year's community garden planting and sharing
with residents for their own gardens.
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Food Action Timeline
2016
●
●

Food Self-Sufficiency Goal Established in the 2016 Economic Development Plan
Fostering Food Security and Food Sovereignty for Kanaka Bar Vision Document
completed by Ron Berezan

2017
●
●
●

First honeybee hive
First 24 Chickens
First Food Forest terraced and planted

2018
●

15’ demonstration greenhouse constructed

2019
●
●
●
●
●

First year with Mojave as Garden Coordinator
Garden shed was built
Waterfall garden added
New fruit trees & vines planted in community spaces
Purchased Deer Farm, restaurant lands and Lot 4

2020
●
●
●
●
●

Shed completed
Hired Sandra as the Apprentice Gardener (June to end of October)
50 new Chicks in June
Accessible garden boxes
Extended garden around the multiplex and band office

Our Progress
Through the actions taken over the past 5 years we have made measured progress towards our
food self-sufficiency goal, tested which growing models work best in our community and
identified strategies for scaling up. We still have a lot of progress to make before we reach full
food self-sufficiency, but actions taken have shown us what is possible and motivated further
action.

Measuring Food Self Sufficiency
This year we took steps to measure our food self-sufficiency progress from when we first
established our goal in 2016. Data was gathered from garden and community staff reports and
community member household surveys. Kanaka will continue to collect data annually to track
our progress towards both our overall goal and a new set of 5 year indicator targets.
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We collect annual food data for two reasons:
● To measure progress towards our goal.
● To inform decision making so we can make it to our goal faster.
How will we track data in 2021 and forward?
● Annual food harvest scheduling and results recording
● Annual community food survey

Internal and External Food Sources by Season in Kanaka Bar
Source

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall

Annual Average

External Food

94.54%

94.46%

87.38%

92.69%

92.27%

Internal Food

5.46%

5.54%

12.63%

7.31%

7.74%

The chart and bar graph above show our seasonal community dependence on self-sufficient
“Internal Food” versus non-self-sufficient “External Food” in 2020. “ Internal Food” includes any
Household Foods, Community Garden Foods, Traditional Foods, or Community Farm Foods.
“External Food” includes any foods raised, grown, or purchased from farms, grocers or shops
outside of the community. These numbers were calculated based on reported seasonal meal
sources provided by community members as a part of this year's food surveys.
In future years, it is recommended that survey results are recorded separately for community
residents and out-of-community members, so that geographic limitations to participation are
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accurately represented. This next growing season it is also recommended to start weighing crop
harvests so that we can start to record harvest results in pounds. This information will allow for
improved crop planning, and self sufficiency results tracking in the future.

2016 5 Year Indicator Targets
The 2016 Economic Development Plan identified 5 Year Indicator Goals to measure progress
towards food self-sufficiency. The original indicator goal targets and the 2020 results are
included in the table below.
5 Year Indicator Targets from the 2016 Economic Development Plan
Indicator

2020 Target

2020 Results

Percentage of members engaged in
traditional food and medicine practices

100%

50%

Number of backyard gardens

20

8+

Number of community gardens

2

4 (food forest, band office
garden, multiplex garden &
waterfall garden)

Number of food producing animals

3 beehives

40 chickens
7 beehives

Future Indicator Targets
The indicator goals identified in 2016 by the community economic development plan, help track
some aspects of food production progress, but fall short of measuring true production capacity
or self-sufficiency. A stronger approach, that is still relatively simple to measure each year, is to
quantify the area used for food production for both Community Gardens and Community Farms.
If we know the total cultivated area and the types of crops grown in those areas it is possible to
estimate total productive capacity.
This report also suggests switching to measuring the percentage of households in Kanaka Bar
that grow or raise their own food each year, rather than counting the number of gardens, as this
provides a more accurate measurement of household engagement with annual domestic food
production. By switching to tracking the percentage of households growing and raising food, the
measurement will maintain more consistency with the “percentage of members engaged in
traditional food and medicine practices” indicator originally selected in the 2016 Economic
Development Plan.
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5 Year Indicator Targets 2020-2025
Indicator

2020 Results

2021 Target

2025 Target

Percentage of members
engaged in traditional
food and medicine
practices

50%

65%

80%

Percentage of Kanaka
resident households that
grow or raise food

73%

80%

90%

Community Gardens
cultivated area

Ground Zero:
2,200m²

Ground Zero:
2,200m²
Site D: 2,000m²
Site B: 3,100m²*
Total: 7,300m²

9,000m²

Site C:3,400m²
Site E: 5,087m²
Total: 8,487m²

Lot 4: 20,200m²
Deer Farm: 41,000m²
Restaurant Lands:
80,900m²
Site C:3,400m²
Site E: 5,087m²
Total: 150,587m²

Community Farms
cultivated area

*Site B is dependent on rough grading and water services
The table below shows the estimated percentage of food sourced internally from Kanaka Bar
territory in 2020, referred to as the “self-sufficiency rating”. This calculation included all food
sourced from Household Foods, Community Garden Foods, Community Farm Foods and
Traditional Foods throughout the year.

5 year Food Self-Sufficiency Rating Target

Self-Sufficiency Rating

2020 Results

2025 Target

7.74%

25%
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Requirements for Self-Sufficiency
Our community can be counted as fully food self-sufficient when we locally grow, raise, harvest,
process and store enough food to meet all community resident needs year-round. To create a
reasonable pathway to reaching these requirements it is first necessary to calculate how much
food we need to grow, harvest and store each year to meet our population’s needs.
Food needs will not be static, but change with time. Planned residential development at Kanaka
Bar will increase the community population in coming years, increasing the amount of “internal
foods” needed to reach self-sufficiency. The Crossing Place development in lower Kanaka will
include 2 one bedroom six-plex units, 2 two bedroom six-plex units, 4 three bedroom duplex
units and 4 three bedroom single family units. The intended move-in dates for these homes is
fall/winter 2021 or 2022 and they are expected to house at least 60 more residents in the
community. Even though this larger population will increase the overall landbase needed for
food cultivation and harvesting, these new community members will be integral to caring for and
maintaining our food systems.
In Kanaka, our self-sufficient food sources include not only Community Farm Foods and
Community Garden Foods but also Traditional Foods and Household Foods. While the Kanaka
Bar Indian Band will support residents with education and materials to grow their own gardens,
raise their own animals and harvest their own traditional foods, it is not reasonable to create
realistic projections of household food production or traditional food use. Households will have
the freedom to increase their own domestic food security or not.
Therefore in order to ensure food security progress, food production projections will only focus
on Band cultivated foods through the Community Farm and Community Garden. In recognition
that members will continue to grow and harvest their own foods. This approach will create
conservative food self-sufficiency projections and make space for surplus food to be sold
outside of the community.
Today’s agribusiness practices can produce all the food one person requires for a year on an
average of ¾ of an acre or 3035 m². Intensive gardening practices can bring that land
requirement down to 130 m² per person, but take high levels of inputs and human energy3. If a
regenerative agricultural system that includes perennial plants, managed grazing and alley
cropping is employed as many as 6 people4 can be fed on one acre5. It would take years for the
trees and understorey crops of a silvopasture system to mature enough for full production, some
production will likely be lost to wildlife in the Kanaka environment, and, to maintain fertility,
certain areas should be left fallow each year, therefore a much more conservative level of
output is recommended. This report suggests using ½ an acre or 2000m² as an estimate of the
area required to feed one person in Kanaka Bar.

Markham, Brett. 2010. Mini-Farming: Self-sufficiency on a ¼ acre. New York: Skyhorse Publishing.
Calculated at 2500 calories per person per day
5
Shepard, Mark. 2013. Restoration Agriculture. Colorado: Acres USA.
3
4
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Land Required for Self Sufficiency
In 2020 the total cultivated areas of the Community Garden equaled approximately 2,200m².
Using 2000m² per person as the standard area required, another 155,800m² of cultivated area
would have been needed for self-sufficiency this year.
Immediate plans to plant a second Food Forest in Site D, build mixed orchard and pasture on
Sites C and E and to establish farming on a section of Lot 4 at Lower Kanaka will bring the total
cultivated area to only 35,987m², enough space to feed 18 people for a year. If the Deer Farm is
also used, the total will be approximately 76,987m², still significantly short of the 326,000m² that
would be required to feed Kanaka's projected population of 163 in 2022. The restaurant lands
offer an opportunity to more closely approach food demands. If 80,900m² of the restaurant lands
are used for terraced plantings by 2023, 52% of the area needed for self-sufficiency will be
cultivated. The chart below identifies the amount of area required to reach food self-sufficiency
as compared to the area currently identified for cultivation in the next three years. A long-term
land use strategy needs to identify more land for cultivation so that we can overcome this
shortfall and achieve self-sufficiency.

2020 Food Survey
This year a food survey was created to learn about where Kanaka members source their food
and to help measure local food self-sufficiency. Kanaka Bar’s Food Self Sufficiency Lead, Janna
Janzen, surveyed 12 households, 11 of them located in the Kanaka Community, in November
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and December of 2020. Surveys were carried out either in-person, over the phone or through an
online survey distributed on the Kanaka Bulletin facebook group. Covid restrictions resulted in
limited access to membership this Fall, with only one day of in-person interviews. It would be a
good practice to complete this survey with as many members as possible in each following year,
so that we can continue to measure our progress towards food self-sufficiency and to identify
actions that will make the greatest impact.
In the survey community members were asked to estimate the average number of meals per
week that included food from each source during each season. Their estimations are presented
in the table below. Estimations were not exclusive, therefore it is possible for the meals
represented to include one or more food sources. More detail on seasonal food use is provided
in the analysis of each food in this report.

2020 Food Analysis
1. External Foods
All the households surveyed rely principally on food that is produced, processed and purchased
outside Nlaka’pamux territory. However, there are some seasonal variations in dependence. In
Winter and Spring external food accounts for 95% of resident meals and in Fall it is 93%. In
Summer reliance is reduced to only 87% due to higher percentages of food coming from both
household gardens and the community garden.
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Most households reported that they shop in Lytton every one to two weeks and shop in a larger
town like Kamloops or Chilliwack once or twice a month. Kanaka residents spend roughly $8 on
fuel for every trip to Lytton and $81 for every trip to another major city, increasing their overall
food expenses6.
Examples of main foods that households reported that they purchased externally include sugar,
spices, staples such as potatoes and rice, breads, dairy, meats, veggies, fruits, coffee & tea,
animal feed, frozen prepared foods and general household supplies.
Some residents noted that buying meat in town is expensive and that they feel bad buying from
commercial sources. Multiple residents expressed that they would like to buy more foods locally.
Some residents shared that they can struggle to travel to shopping centres if they do not own a
vehicle. Family and friends help support shopping trips for these households. More local food
options would help alleviate the frequency, expense and inconvenience of needing to go to town
to shop while helping keep dollars in the Kanaka economy.

2. Community Garden Foods
Every household located in Kanaka Bar that participated in the survey accessed food from the
community gardens. Some residents only accessed it a few times and not in high quantities,
whereas others accessed food daily and even stored garden foods through canning or freezing
for consumption in Winter. Community members reported that 19% of their meals in Summer
included food from the community garden. A member who does not reside in Kanaka reported
in their survey that they did not access food from the garden because they are rarely in the
community.
Community members reported harvesting the following foods from the Community Garden. This
is not a complete list of the foods that were planted or available for harvest this year, but only
those that came to mind during surveys:

Assuming an average fuel consumption of 10 liter per 100 km and average fuel price of $1.10 per liter. Estimated
costs only include fuel and do not account for any direct vehicle ownership, maintenance or insurance fees.
6
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Survey-Reported Community Garden Foods
Food Category

Foods

Grains & Seeds

none reported

Legumes &
Pulses

beans

Nuts

none reported

Starchy
Vegetables

potatoes, sweet potatoes

Animal Products

meats, eggs, dairy and dairy products

Fruits

apples, asian pears, pears, peaches, raspberries, strawberries,
cucumbers, pumpkins, zucchini, winter squash, tomatoes, bell peppers
hot peppers

Vegetables

onions, garlic, celery, carrots, radish, lettuce, cabbage, kale, swiss chard,
broccoli, spinach, ox-eye daisy,

Fungi

none reported

Medicines,
Herbs & Spices

oregano, parsley, basil, mint (for drying), Bee balm, stinging nettle,
rosehips, dill, sage, thyme, rosemary, cilantro, chives

Some barriers to harvesting that were identified by residents included not knowing which crops
were ready, unfamiliarity with different foods and their uses, plant crowding, concerns about
harvesting too much or improper harvesting. Members requested higher amounts of some
specific crops in the future to meet their own needs and preferences.

3. Traditional Foods
Traditional foods make up a significant portion of Kanaka Bar diets and are a strong contributor
towards local food security. More than 83% of residents access traditional foods, but only 50%
of residents reported that they harvest these foods personally. For the remainder, foods were
either purchased, bartered or received as gifts, often from family members living in different
households. Some residents expressed that while they did not harvest traditional foods
personally this year, they have in past years.

"We need to adjust to ways of thinking and predicting because
of climate change. It is getting harder to plan ahead."
Councillor Pauline
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Traditional foods, including foods and medicines that are harvested through fishing, hunting or
gathering provide over 10% of member diets in Winter, Spring and Summer and over 13% in
Fall. Community members reported that they routinely freeze, can, smoke and dry traditional
foods. These food preservation strategies have provided a relatively consistent traditional food
supply throughout the year.
Some foods that community members reported both harvesting themselves and accessing from
others include:
Survey-Reported Traditional Foods
Food Category

Foods

Grains & Seeds

cottonwood buds, Barestem Desert-Parsley/c̓ewéteʔ seeds

Legumes & Pulses

none reported

Nuts

none reported

Starchy Vegetables

Indigenous potato/tətúwn̓

Animal Products

Salmon/he sqyéytn, deer/kʷupíʔ, moose/yʕálxkn, elk/stxéc̓,
rabbit/sqʷoqʷyə́c, grouse/smúm̓tm̓

Fruits

saskatoon berry/scáqʷm, wild raspberries/sʔéy̓icqʷ, wild
strawberries/sq̓ʷoq̓ʷy̓ép, soapberries/sxụ́ sm, huckleberries/c̓əlc̓ále,
salmonberries/ʔelíleʔ, black raspberries/mə́cekʷ, juniper berries/púnłp,
oregon grape/sc̓ól̓seʔ, elderberries

Vegetables

wild onions/qʷléweʔ, asparagus, stinging nettle/swél̓wl̓iqt, Barestem
Desert-Parsley/c̓ewéteʔ, cow parsnip/hékʷuʔ

Fungi

morel mushrooms, pine mushrooms/q̓ám̓es, chanterelle mushrooms,
butter ball mushrooms, Pine Mushroom/q̓ám̓es

Medicines, Herbs &
Spices

arnica/tokʷłetqn, devils club/k̓étyeʔ, licorice fern/seʔaq, yarrow, balsam
fir bark/sƛ̓sélp, wild rose/sk̓epy̓éłp bush, buds, petals and rosehips,
horsetail/ƛ̓úxʷn̓, cottonwood buds, wild sage

While some residents do all of their own food processing, some use meat shops for butchering
services. Freezing was the dominant form of traditional food preservation for meats, but
canning, drying and smoking were also reported. Some community members that freeze large
quantities of traditional meats shared that they need more freezer space.
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Through surveys, a number of barriers to traditional food harvesting were identified. Members
have noted that with climate changes in the region, it is getting more difficult to predict when and
where specific foods will be ready. Some shared that their work schedules often limit the time
they have available to harvest traditional foods or travel to harvest sites. Certain members
struggle to go out and harvest due to their age, and depend on younger family members to
either assist or harvest for them. Multiple members noted that they would like more knowledge
to identify traditional foods and to know when and where to harvest specific foods.

4. Household Foods
This year 67% of households interviewed grew or raised their own food in a garden. Some of
these households also kept their own food producing animals like turkeys and chickens. The
size and production of gardens ranged significantly from a few garden boxes to large gardens
that include multiple fruit trees, row crops and berry bushes. In Summer 15% of meals were
attributed to household foods and an average of 5% in the other seasons.
Households reported growing and raising the following foods:
Survey-Reported Household Foods
Food Category

Foods

Grains & Seeds

Sunflowers

Legumes &
Pulses

Beans

Nuts

None reported

Starchy
Vegetables

Potatoes

Animal Products

Turkey meat, chicken eggs

Fruits

Apples, plums, cherries, peaches, raspberries, grapes, strawberries,
blueberries, cucumbers, winter squash, zucchini, tomatoes, peppers,
cantelope, pumpkins

Vegetables

Swiss chard, peas, carrots, kale, radish, lettuce, beets

Medicines,
Herbs & Spices

Oregano, parsley, basil, mint, bee balm, rosehips, dill, sage, thyme,
rosemary, roses

One of the respondents noted that he would like to set up his own greenhouse and indoor
lighting system to expand the number of seeds he can start each spring. Some residents
reported that they save their own seeds each year, whereas others buy seeds commercially or
supplement with seeds and plant starts provided by the community garden. Food crops that
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members identified for domestic expansion include fruit trees, berries and annual crops such as
zucchini, peppers, tomatoes and cucumber.
Community members voiced appreciation for the seeds and starts they received from the
community garden, and requested that these supports continue in the future. They also noted
that access to soil and compost would help them establish their own thriving gardens. Some
individuals noted that they would appreciate education on how to grow their own gardens and
raise their own animals.

5. Community Farm Foods
In 2020 Kanaka Bar produced eggs and honey for sale. The Band introduced the first set of
chickens back in 2015. The first set of hens were retired at the end of 2019 and this year 50
new chicks were purchased in June. With some loss, the 40 maturing hens started laying in
November, but due to the lack of continuity between the old flock and the new, eggs have not
been available for most of 2020. To date, eggs have been sold in the Band Office for $4 a
dozen. Multiple households expressed that they would have bought more eggs this year if the
Band had them for sale. Now that the new chickens have started producing eggs, some of this
demand will be met.
Honey is another product that the band has produced for sale this year. The Band first
introduced one hive of honeybees in 2017. As of the end of the 2020 growing season bee
population has multiplied to seven hives.
Community members have reported that they would be interested in purchasing the following
foods if they were available locally:

Survey-Reported Community Farm Foods
Food Category

Foods

Grains & Seeds

Oats and flours

Legumes &
Pulses

Bulk beans

Nuts

Nut butters, hazelnut, chestnut, walnuts, almonds

Starchy
Vegetables

Potatoes

Animal Products

turkey, chicken eggs, chicken, beef, rabbit, pork, duck, goat, cow milk,
goat cheese

Fruits

bulk apples, bulk apricots, bulk pears, bulk peaches, bulk berries
raspberries, bulk tomatoes, frozen fruit packs
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Vegetables

bulk carrots, bulk broccoli, bulk onions, bulk garlic, bulk celery

Fungi

None requested

Medicines,
Herbs & Spices

oregano, parsley, basil, mint, dill, sage, thyme, rosemary

The largest barrier to community members purchasing food from Kanaka has been availability.
Individuals surveyed noted that they would like to have more options to buy foods locally in
larger quantities than have been available at the community garden. Large quantities of food are
especially valued for food processing to make the work efficient.
Members have noted that they appreciate how Band sold food is cheaper than food sold in town
and better quality. Some members asked if there may be the opportunity to volunteer for animal
care to get free or discounted food.

6. Food Preservation
Food preservation is a highly valued and widely practiced skill by Kanaka community
membership. Kanaka Bar members are skilled at drying, freezing, canning, smoking,
dehydrating and fermenting their food for consumption out of season. 92% of the survey
participants reported that they participated in food processing and preservation this year. Some
community members shared that they would like to know how to process and store more types
of foods, and learn different ways of preserving.
Sources of food that were used in processing, preservation and storage principally included
External Foods, Traditional Foods, but Community Garden Foods and Household Garden
Foods were also used to a lesser degree. One of the barriers to using Community Garden
Foods and Household Garden Foods for food preservation was the lack of food volume from
these sources. For example, even if there were some tomatoes available from the community
garden, community members found it to be more efficient to purchase a box of tomatoes
externally so that they had a large volume of fruit for canning all at once. Multiple families
reported that they pick up bulk fruits and veggies from suppliers like Desert Hills or meats from
Spray Creek Ranch to make food processing more efficient.

2021 Planning
Community Garden Food Actions 2021
Kanka Bar’s community garden includes the food forest and community garden areas
surrounding the band Office and the multiplex in Upper Kanaka. Plans to plant an additional
food forest were identified before the 2020 growing season, but were not acted on this year.
Actions that can be taken in 2021 to increase access to Community Garden Foods include:
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1. Create a plan to improve project management, communication protocols, and activity
execution for the 2021 growing season. The Food Self-Sufficiency Lead will build a
detailed operations plan and budget and then lead growing season operations and
records keeping.
2. Design and plant a second Food Forest (Section D), and build fencing around it. Plant
new species and varieties and test out new food forest planting systems.
3. Expand the waterfall garden.
4. Build a food processing, storage & distribution site (2-3 containers with a roof).
5. Install and automate irrigation systems to reduce gardener watering time and improve
plant success rates over weekends and holidays.
6. Create and act on a Garden Education Plan.
7. Build new greenhouses (Section B) that can be used for starting seeds and seedling
transplants. Test out different designs to find out what works best.
8. Build and test a Contained Environment Agriculture (CEA) project.
9. Provide open access toilets and handwashing facilities. Separate washrooms and
handwashing facilities will ensure that garden workers have needed access after office
hours and help reduce the risk of Covid19 spread.
10. Use strategic labour scheduling to align with seasonal needs, workflows and labour
demands.
11. Install a semi-permanent well designed harvest display for community members to
collect food from.
12. Bulk-buy seeds and materials to help manage costs and ensure access during
shortages.
13. Create a space for processing and cool/dark storage for seeds.
14. Use garden labour for drying, processing, and storage of abundant herbs both culinary
and medicinal.
15. Align plantings with community member requested crops.

Community Farm Food Actions 2021
Although there have been plans for market-scale food production and sales, both online and at
the Must Stop Rest Stop, Kanaka Bar has not yet invested in this level of food production.
There is the opportunity in 2021 to develop a farm business plan that will support long-term food
self sufficiency in Kanaka Bar.
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Short-term ways that Kanaka can make more Community Farm Foods available locally include:
1. Finish larger chicken run for egg laying hens.
2. Build a food processing, storage & distribution site (same as community garden).
3. Secure water supply for pasture and silvopasture lands.
4. Build fencing and animal shelter solutions (Sections E+C). Invest in both standard
fencing and mobile electric fencing for rotational grazing management.
5. Build pasture and silvopasture lands (terracing, planting, water infrastructure, fencing,
rotational grazing).
6. Test out additional animals (rabbits, ducks, turkeys, pig etc.), animal keeping and meat
processing techniques to see what works best in Kanaka Bar.
7. Invest in animal processing equipment (tent, plastic tables, knives, hoses etc.).
8. Assign an individual to manage animal care and to monitor pasture/ecosystem health
consistently.
9. Create a bulk production plan for target perennial and annual crops.
10. Formalize a long-term pasture and animal management plan.
11. Complete a feasibility study on forming a farm business to manage expenses and sales
and to reinvest profits back into local food production.

Household Food Actions 2021
Actions that can be taken in 2021 to increase domestic growth of household foods include:
1. Provide education on garden design, planting, care, harvest, preparation and storage
2. Encourage community composting
3. Continue to provide seedlings, starts, soil and compost for households to access for free
4. Create a community food library stocked with gardening and farming resources for
community members to use and learn from. This library will include both physical in-print
books as well as curated online resources and links on the website.

Traditional Food Actions 2021
Some actions that can be taken in 2021 to increase access to traditional foods include:
1. Providing training, mentorship and education on traditional food identification,
harvesting, processing and storage.
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2. Create communal space for traditional food processing and storage.
3. Create a traditional food monitoring and information sharing system (facebook, website,
newsletter, in-person).
4. Establish a designated food engagement and communication role for sharing information
about both traditional foods and cultivated foods.
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Appendix
Food Mandates
Community Garden
The Community Garden Includes the Food Forest, Demonstration Garden, Greenhouse and
community livestock. Community Garden exists to:
1. Innovate - acts as a space for experimentation and testing of food species, varieties and
methods in the Kanaka Bar’s changing environment
2. Demonstrate - displays what is working so that community members and the wider world
will be inspired and equipped to imitate successes.
3. Educate - hosts teaching events and programs to expand food production knowledge.
4. Preserve - develops and saves locally-adapted seeds and plant materials.
5. Share - supplies seeds, plant starts and healthy food to community members

Community Farms
Community Farms cultivate, harvest, process, distribute and sell local food. Community Farms
exist to:
1. Sustain - creates a stable, dependable local food supply that provides regional resilience
in events of food accessibility disruptions. to provide long-term affordable access to food,
even when regional or global food prices fluctuate.
2. Nourish - provides access to high quality foods with superior nutrition and flavour.
3. Enrich - builds healthy, natural food systems that do not degrade, but enrich, the
environment. To provide a supply of ethical animal products raised and harvested free
from industrialized farming practices.
4. Employ -  supplies local jobs that build skills and knowledge while paying a livable wage
5. Invest - generates finances that are used to sustain and expand a self-sufficient local food
system

Food Forest Plantings
Food Forest Plantings Online Database

